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With the advent of ever-evolving, high throughput -omics technologies, we are observing an explosive 

growth in the volume of biological and biomedical data. 

The monumental completion of human genome sequencing ignited the generation of big biomedical 

data.

BIG DATA   ---->  BIG COMPUTE !!!

Bioinformatics is entering the Big Data hera.

BIG DATA   ---->  BIG COMPUTE !!!



Big data bioinformatics examples are the growth of DNA sequence information in NCBI’s GenBank database and the growth of protein

sequences in the UniProt database.

Emerging next-generation sequencing technologies have broken many experimental barriers to genome scale sequencing, facilitating

the extraction of huge quantities of sequences, which will further promote the future growth of biological databases.



Two example of huge massive sequencing repositories

1. The Cancer Genomics Hub – CGHub (https://cghub.ucsc.edu/) is a secure repository for storing, cataloguing and accessing

cancer genome sequences, alignments and mutation information from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) consortium and related

projects.  The TCGA Data Portal (https://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov) provides access to biological relevant information about the

molecular changes in cancer genome datasets.

This allows researchers to attack the molecular complexity of cancer by combining analysis of hundreds of clinical tumours. 

The aim is to interpret molecular profiles at the DNA, RNA (ribonucleic acid), protein and epigenetic levels as markers of 

several tumour types and their subtypes.

2. The Genotype-Tissue Expression – GTEx database (https://commonfund.nih.gov/GTEx) has been provided by NIH. 

It allows to study the relationship between genetic variation and gene expression in human tissues. Today the release V6 of the 

database contains 8555 samples. 

This resource enables large-scale analyses on genetic variation and regulation of gene expression in multiple reference

human tissues in order to identify normal variations that do not contribute to disease and to study how gene variations affect

pharmacodynamics and individualised responses to therapy.

https://cghub.ucsc.edu/
https://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov


Big Data: Astronomical or Genomical? Zachary D. et al.

PLoS Biol. 2015 Jul 7;13(7):e1002195. doi: 10.1371/journal.pbio.1002195. eCollection 2015.

Four domains of Big Data in 2025
In each of the four domains, the projected annual storage and computing needs are presented across the data lifecycle. 

“Genomics is a "four-headed beast"--it is either on par with or the most demanding of the domains analyzed

here in terms of data acquisition, storage, distribution, and analysis.”

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26151137




Sanger sequencing or 1st Generation Sequencing

Sanger Sequencing (1977 ⇒ present)

First method for DNA sequencing.

Pros:

Precise: sequenced mapped base to base;

Cons:

1. Time consuming;

2. Short sequences produced (500-600 bp);

3. Not suitable for big sequencing projects; (i.e. 2.4 millions bp/year: 1000 years 

needed to sequence the human genome!)



NGS 2nd generation (2005 ⇒ present)

Pros: 

High coverage: each part of the sample is read multiple times;

Relatively short run time;

Cons:

Error prone in repeated sequences (accuracy problems);

Short sequence must be assembled in longer pieces; Relatively expensive.

Ion Torrent
Illumina Roche 454



3rd Generation Sequencing (2011 ⇒ present)

Pacific Biosystem Oxford Nanopore (2014)

Pros:
Longer sequences produced: less errors in in silico analyses such as assembly;

Can detect nucleotide modifications (e.g. methylation)

Cons:

High Error rate but expected to improve;





Technologies Comparison

Technology Read Length Accuracy Time per Run Cost /Mb

Sanger 400-900 bp 99.9% 20 m - h
~ 2400 $

Roche GS 700 bp 99.9% 23 h ~ 10 $

Illumina MiSeq
50-500 bp 99.9% 4-56 h 0.05 - 0.15 $

Nanopore 

MinION
5-10 kbp 70-90% 1m - 48 h ~  1 $

PacBio SMRT 10-15 kbp
85-90% 30 m - 4h

~ 0.5 $
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Big data versus the big C  

(NATURE, VOL 509, 29 MAY 2014)

The torrents of data flowing out of cancer research and treatment are yielding fresh insight 

into the disease.

“Informatics researchers are developing algorithms to split data into smaller packets for parallel 

processing on separate processors,and to compress files without omitting any relevant information. 

And they are relying on advances in computer science to speed up processing and communications 

in general”.



Main bioinformatics algorithms demanding high performance computational resources

● alignment algorithms

Bowtie 2 is an ultrafast and memory-efficient tool for aligning sequencing reads to long reference sequences. It is particularly good at aligning 

reads of about 50 up to 100s or 1,000s of characters to relatively long (e.g. mammalian) genomes. Bowtie 2 indexes the genome with an FM 

Index (based on the Burrows-Wheeler Transform or BWT) to keep its memory footprint small: for the human genome, its memory footprint is 

typically around 3.2 gigabytes of RAM. Bowtie 2 supports gapped, local, and paired-end alignment modes. Multiple processors can be used 

simultaneously to achieve greater alignment speed.

● variant callers

GATK, pronounced "Gee Ay Tee Kay" (not "Gat-Kay"), stands for GenomeAnalysisToolkit.

It is a collection of command-line tools for analyzing high-throughput sequencing (HTS) data in formats such as SAM/BAM/CRAM and VCF,

with a focus on variant discovery.

● machine learnig for personalized medicine

http://bowtie-bio.sf.net/bowtie2
http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=796543
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burrows-Wheeler_transform
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burrows-Wheeler_transform


https://www.cineca.it/it/content/hpc

https://www.cineca.it/it/content/hpc
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Previous projects (1/4)
NGS-Raptor (dispatcher) - Fabrizio Gattuso

• 1 master process, n-1 slaves
• The master process computes the set of objects to work on and sends a single object to the available slave processes with a tag

‘PROCESS’
• On completion, each slave signals the master process with a special tag ‘IM_FREE’
• When all the input has been processed, the master sends a ‘STOP_WORKING’ tag to all the slaves
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Previous projects (2/4)
Analysis, parsing and visualization of gene fusion events data 

(Andrea Micco)



Previous projects (3/4)
Querying and displaying multiple sources of genomic variant 

information (Stefano Di Biase) Server + 

HPC 

cluster

Big-data or thousands files 

to be saved or indexed



Previous projects (4/4)
Analysis and visualization of complex big-data pipelines 

(Luca Fochetti)
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Project #1
Parallel large-scale alignment
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Project #2
Parallel big-data VCF/GTF/BAM(/...) comparison
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MPI code to handle 

big-data in parallel

For instance:
i) calculate the variants in common among thousands of samples 

in a study, or

ii) calculate the average coverage in bam files in a collection...

iiI) etc.



Project #3
Simplifying big-data analysis setup (through the Web)

for dispatching complex bioinformatics pipelines
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